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For information regarding regulatory certifications please email support@rc4wd.com.
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How to maintain your RC4WD Intimidator Pulling Sled

CAUTION: While lifting please take care. This may take 2 people to remove from the box. 
Use proper lifting techniques and do not over exert yourself.

To maintain the life of chain on the pulling sled it is recommended to use chain lube, or spray 
on lube such as WD40.

The sled features a unique mechanism for disengaging the weight hopper/container. This 
should be inspected before each use to make sure it is operating freely.

Check all nuts and bolts on the sled for tightness before using as things may have loosened 
during shipment. It is recommended that blue thread lock be used on all bolts prior to 
operation to ensure nothing comes apart.

This is not a toy and is not intended for use under the age of 14.
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To lock sled to chain, make sure the
lever is in the locked postition.

Un-Locked

Locked

X10

150-0100
M3 x 8mm FHCS
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Step 4
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1. Return the Lever to the locked position

Lever in locked position

To move the sled 
back into the starting
position pull the lever 
up. This will 
disengage the chain 
lock and the hopper
can slide back into 
place.
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When the weight has reached the top of the
sled the wheels will lock creating extra drag 
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40’
Pulling track layout guide

5’

4’

5’10’

Length:   

                                     

30 foot track

5 foot pull back area

5 foot runoff area

40 foot total length

10 foot default line. Measured from the

starting line

Pulling direction in the image above is from left to Right

Pulling track layout provided by NR/CTPA. 

More information on RC sled Pulling at www.nrctpa.org
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Sticker
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